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Best of Germany, Austria & Switzerland in 14 Days Tour On this tour, mountains, Mozart, and mugs of beer all clink
together to create a totally yodelâ€‘y adventure.

Tour Description Travel to the land of fairy tale villages, medieval castles, pristine lakes and stunning alpine
vistas. Included Features Meals - In addition to any meals you may be served during your flights to and from
Europe, the tour price includes 13 breakfasts and 9 dinners during the land portion of the tour. Click above to
view a larger map Walking Expectations: An average of three miles per day Highest Elevation: When the
weather is nice, tours may take the Gerlos Pass feet or the Arlberg Pass feet. Take time to relax on your
transatlantic flight with the assurance that Image Tours has taken care of all the details. Upon arrival at
Frankfurt Airport, clear passport control and collect your luggage in baggage claim. Then, settle back in your
comfortable motor coach for a ride through the Main River Valley on the way to your hotel in the Franconian
Wine Region. Nuremberg â€” Rothenburg â€” Franconian Wine Region. Your bus transfer into the city center
introduces you to the history and charm of Nuremberg. Hitler staged his propaganda rallies here, and after his
fall, Nuremberg was chosen as the site of the famous War Trials. Return to your hotel for an authentic German
dinner. Enjoy free time in the pedestrian-only Old Town where modern department stores have been skillfully
grafted amidst historic buildings. The focal point, on the Marienplatz, is the Rathaus Town Hall with its
captivating Glockenspiel clock tower. After lunch, as you cross the border into Austria and drive through the
province of Salzburg, admire the mountain-fed rivers and flower-laden meadows. Arrive in the village of
Filzmoos and enjoy Austrian hospitality during dinner at the hotel. After an independent dinner, return to your
hotel in Filzmoos. The day is at your leisure. Choose from an abundance of mountain paths for an exhilarating
hike or bike ride with awe-inspiring panoramas. Or, simply relax in your Austrian village amidst the boundless
splendor of the Alps. Rejoin your group for a traditional Austrian dinner at your hotel. Innsbruck â€” Tyrolean
Village. Admire the glorious scenery during your drive to Innsbruck, capital of Tyrol. The Golden Roof, the
symbol of Innsbruck, is decorated with copper shingles. Completed in , Maximillian l had this covered
balcony built to celebrate his wedding, and used it as a royal box to view the entertainment in the square
below. You will have time to shop for the famed Swarovski Crystal and to explore the old city center with the
Maria Theresien Boulevard, Triumphal Arch and the exquisite Imperial Church. A short distance from
Innsbruck lies the Tyrolean Village where you will spend the next two nights in a chalet-style hotel. Tyrolean
Village near Innsbruck. The peaceful villages, tucked in the valleys around Innsbruck are the perfect location
for a relaxing day. Frescoed and flower-adorned chalets create an idyllic atmosphere as you walk through
town. For further exploration, trams and trains offer easy and direct transportation between the villages and
Innsbruck. At the end of the day, return to your Tyrolean hotel for dinner. Depending on the weather, depart
Austria by way of the Arlberg Pass or through the engineering masterpiece of the Arlberg Tunnel. Your
destination is Vaduz, in the tiny principality of Liechtenstein. Following a leisurely visit, cross the border into
Switzerland and continue through the Swiss Alps where you will spend the next two nights amidst a setting of
mountains and lakes. Stans â€” Lucerne â€” Swiss Alps. Begin the day with a stop in the old village of Stans,
located at the foot of the mountains. Bring your camera if you decide to take the optional Swiss Mountain
excursion, during which you will enjoy some of the most incredible alpine vistas. A few miles further along
the lake lies Lucerne. Before returning to your hotel for dinner, your tour manager will offer an optional Swiss
Lake Boat Ride excursion. Your next stop is the impressive and powerful Rhine River Falls, near the town of
Schaffhausen. Your journey will then return you to Germany to spend two nights in the renowned Black
Forest. During an independent dinner, become better acquainted with this scenic and convivial region. Escape
modern life and behold the natural beauty in the rustic villages nestled between the thickly wooded mountains.
This is your chance to examine authentic hand-carved and hand-detailed Black Forest cuckoo clocks. At the
end of the day, return to your hotel for an included dinner. Winding past peaceful villages and farm houses
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you depart the Black Forest on the way to historic Heidelberg, situated in the Neckar Valley. Transfer to the
Frankfurt Airport for the return flight home.
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Chapter 2 : Itinerary planning - 21 days Germany, Austria, Switzerland - Germany Forum - TripAdvisor
Europe - 14 days in Germany, Austria and Switzerland - First trip to Europe and will fly into Frankfurt. Need
recommendations for two () 14 days in Germany, Austria and Switzerland Europe.

Our adventure starts as we depart on our scheduled flight to Prague, Czech Republic. Finally, we visit the
Jewish Quarter, where we stroll through the oldest synagogue and Jewish cemetery in Europe. Besides Prague
Castle, the grounds also include St. Vitus Cathedral and the Golden Lane, a collection of small cottages from
the 16th century. After crossing the famous Charles Bridge, we arrive at Wenceslas Square, a wide boulevard
that is dominated by the National Museum and a statue of Saint Wenceslas. The afternoon is free to purchase
some Czech crystal or garnet jewelry, visit one of the many fine museums or simply sample some Czech
delicacies near the city center. This evening, we enjoy a typical Czech meal accompanied by traditional folk
entertainment. Upon our arrival, we visit the St. James Church and see the famous altar created by the
renowned woodcarver, Tilman Riemenschneider. The rest of the afternoon is ours to explore the cobblestone
streets and ramparts and admire the half-timbered buildings that make us feel as if we have stepped back in
time. After dinner, we learn more about life in medieval times as we accompany the night watchman on a
guided tour of the town. Our leader acquaints us with the pedestrian zone around the Marienplatz, the main
square in front of the new town hall. There is time to do some sightseeing before driving to our hotel. Our tour
ends at the Marienplatz where we watch the Glockenspiel play in the tower of the Neues Rathaus. The rest of
the day is ours to shop along the mile-long pedestrian zone, get a bite to eat at the nearby Viktualien Market or
visit one of a number of fine museums. On a clear day, the site affords beautiful views of the Alps. We enjoy
some free time to explore the narrow winding streets of the old city before dinner. After time for lunch, we
enjoy an excursion to the Salzkammergut. With its beautiful mountains and lakes, it is a very popular vacation
destination for many Austrians. Tonight, we are treated to dinner and a concert in the Stiftskeller St. Peter, the
perfect setting to enjoy Austrian food and the music of Mozart. Next, we take a short drive to the nearby
Wieskirche. Finally, we continue on to Oberammergau, home of woodcarvers and famous for the Passion Play
that is performed here every ten years. Our first stop is in Vaduz, the capital of the small principality of
Liechtenstein. We also spend time in Lucerne to see the poignant Lion Monument that pays tribute to the
Swiss mercenaries who lost their lives defending the kings of France. There is time to explore this beautiful
city, including taking a walk across the famous wooden Chapel Bridge before continuing on to our hotel in
Sarnen. The raw power and beauty of the falls have attracted tourists for decades. Afterwards, we take a hiking
excursion in the heart of the Swiss Alps. We start by riding a cogwheel train to the small car-free town of
Wengen, where we have some time to explore before taking a gondola up to the ridge of the nearby mountain.
In Triberg, we visit the House of 1, Clocks followed by some time for lunch. Afterwards, we travel to Gutach
for a tour of the Vogtsbauernhof, an interesting open-air museum where we learn about the architecture,
traditions and customs of the way people lived and farmed over the past years. After a busy day, we are ready
to check into our hotel and relax before dinner. Along the way, we hear about the history of the many castle
ruins and vineyards that dot the hillside along the river. After our cruise, we transfer to our hotel for our final
overnight and have some time for last minute shopping before dinner. We take with us memories of exciting
cities, peaceful villages, great entertainment and beautiful scenery. Price Per Person U.
Chapter 3 : Germany, Austria & Switzerland Tour - Itinerary Detail | Image Tours - European Tours Since
The 14 day tour of Germany,.switzerland and Austria was fabulous! The locations visited, hotels, food, unique learning
experiences, sights, sounds and new friends were all exceptional parts of the tour.
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If looking for the book Two to Twenty-Two Days in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland: The Itinerary Planner by Rick
Steves in pdf format, then you have come on to the right site.

Chapter 5 : Best of Germany, Austria & Switzerland in 14 Days Tour by Rick Steves | Reviews by Stride Tr
Related Book PDF Book Two To Twenty Two Days In Germany Austria And Switzerland The Itinerary Planner Heart Of
Darkness Coeur Des Tnbres English To French Anglais Vers Le Franais Translated.

Chapter 6 : 14 days in Germany, Austria and Switzerland - Fodor's Travel Talk Forums
One week in Germany, Austria and one week in Switzerland. One week in Germany and Austria was not enough, as we
only spent 2 days in Austria including a day trip to Hallstatt. You can see the Alps.

Chapter 7 : Need advice on our trip to Germany, Switzerland and Austria - Fodor's Travel Talk Forums
Get a full view of Germany, Switzerland and Austria. Germany, Switzerland, and Austria share a language, but their
appeals are varied. Discover delightfully distinct style and substance in each destination on this guided trip, from the
Gothic spires of Heidelberg to the Art Nouveau elegance of Vienna.

Chapter 8 : Germany, Switzerland and Austria in 8 days? - Munich Forum - TripAdvisor
Austria, Germany and Switzerland Tours & Trips / Find the right tour for you that goes to Austria, Germany and
Switzerland. With 69 tours to choose from, ranging in length from 5 days to 26 days.
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